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INTRODUCTION

A space based chemical propulsion system capable of multiple starts and varied mission

scenarios will require extensive preflight checkouts to assure crew safety and mission

success. An automated approach for a space based system is highly desirable from the

standpoint of feasibility. Performing preflight checkouts manually using modified ground-

based techniques would require costly EVA and result in prohibitivc!y high mission costs

while also compromising reliability and safety.

Approaches to automating preflight readiness checkouts depend heavily on condition

monitoring technology to provide the information required to assess the engine's readiness

to fire. Condition monitoring sensors permit remote monitoring of critical components as

the engine fires during normal operation. Based on the flight data obtained from these

sensors, an assessment can be made on the condition or health of a particular component

which in turn dictates the need for maintenance procedures or replacement.

OBJECTIVES

The objective of this study is to suggest and evaluate various methods of preflight readiness

checkouts in the context of a space-based system. Where required, methods will

incorporate advanced Integrated Control and Health Monitoring (ICHM) technologies

enabling rapid and remote engine turnaround. Specific objectives of this task as defined by

five separate subtasks in the statement of work (SOW) are summarized in Table 1.

SUMMARY OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Preflight readiness verification requirements were established for the engine. Requirements

were based on previous logistics studies including the preliminary failure modes and effects

analysis (Ref. 1) and the flow task analysis report. This report was generated in support of

a prior NASA technology task (Ref. 2) to establish the operational flow of the engine and

identify the applicable maintenance tasks for both current and advanced technologies. The

operational flow tasks of interest to this study are those executed after delivery to the space

station and before return to earth. Maintenance tasks were reviewed in light of the SSME
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Statement of Work Objectives

* Specify OTV engine preflight
requirements.

* Suggest a range of possible preflight
methods.

* Identify critical is, ,,c s and benefits for
each method.

* Estimate technology readiness for
each method.

* Estimate the remaining development
cost for each method.

Table 1
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Operations and Maintenance Reouirements and Specifications Document (OMRSD - Ref.
3) which reflects die current inspection and checkout philosophy evolving from the

Challenger incident. Thirty six preflight readiness verification requirements were identified

for the engine. Requirements include 14 functional checks, 10 leak checks, 10 inspections,

and 2 servicing tasks.

Several approaches for remotely performing readiness checkouts in space were outlined for
each preflight requirement. The range of approaches reflect a variety of method

sophistications. Three approaches for remotely obtaining data were considered -

Preliminary power-up in which the engine is fired for a short time to acquire real time data,

Automated component pre-cycling in which engine components are cycled in an inert gas

medium to assess component integrity without hot firing the engine, and Automated static

checkout in which an analysis of historical data and static checks are used to assess the

engine's readiness to fire without the cycling of any components.

Where practical, alternate component designs were suggested to reduce criticality of

component failure and hence delete or simplify preflight readiness requirements. This was
particularly useful in the case of the Lox/12 hcat exchangui, in which a robust design was

suggested to reduce the possibility of failure and eliminate the need for leak checks.

Alternate designs were also suggested for the turbopump bearings and

combustion/propellant systems joints.

Issues and benefits were generated for applicable preflight checkout approaches. Sensors

and flight hardware, alternate component designs, and individual approaches were

addressed separately. Issues and benefits were categorized into space basing,

vehicle/infrastructure, and engine system impacts.

The technology readiness levels of the three preflight checkout methods were also

evaluated. The scale used for comparing the methods was that used by the NASA office of

exploration for evaluating options for future mission choices.

Estimates were also made for the remaining cost to advance the technology for each method

to a level where the system validation models have been demonstrated in a simulated

environment.

RVRD 91-145
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TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

SUBTASK 1 - Specification of Engine Preflight Requirements

Subtask I entailed the definition of the preflight readiness verification requirements for a

space based engine. These requirements are the information and processing necessary to

access the engine's integrity and readiness to perform its mission. The preflight

requirements were generated by review and update of several completed studies. One of the

primary sources was a similar study conducted under the Orbit Transfer Rocket
Technology Program contract in 1987. In a subtask of the Advanced Engine Study

(Ref. 4), maintenance and verification checks were identified for the space based engine.

In that effort a review of the Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) operations and

maintenance manual was conducted with two purposes in mind: (1) to begin to outline the

overall maintenance procedures for the engine, and (2) to identify technology requirements

for streamlining space based operations. The original SSME document contained the
requirements and specifications for the SSME at the organizational level (installed engines).

Routine maintenance requirements (after each engine firing), periodic maintenance
requirements (time/cycle oriented), and contingency requirements (unscheduled to

isolate/rectify a condition) were covered.

It was then determined whether the individual tasks would be affected by an advanced

integrated control and health monitoring (ICHM) system incorporating advanced sensors.

In order to update and expand the work completed under the Advanced Engine Study,

additional documents were reviewed and integrated into the current study. These

documents included:

a. Operation and Maintcnancc Rcquirements and Specifications Document (OMRSD) for

processing the SSME during STS launch operations at KSC. This OMRSD reflects the

current inspection and checkout philosophy evolving from the Challenger incident

(Ref. 3)

b. RL1O Liquid Rocket Engine Service Manual prepared by United Technologies,

Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group (Ref. 5)

RI/R) 91-145
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c. Preliminary Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) for the OTVE (Ref. 1)

d. RL1O FMEA for Apollo missions (Ref. 6).

The results of this review constitute a current baseline list of preflight requirements. These

redefined requirements for the engine in an operational space environment are presented in

Table 2. These requirements are primarily based on Criticality I failure (major uncontained

damage to an engine subsystem or component resulting in widespread engine damage) and

Criticality 2 failure (significant contained damage to a vital engine subsystem or component

sufficient to render it inoperative or its continued operation hazardous) modes identified in

the OTWE FMEA.

Table 2 lists the preflight requirements to be performed between each engine start and also

those requirements that are to be performed periodically at an interval to be determined as

designs mature. The periodic requirements are those associated with damage, erosion, etc.,

that will propagate with time,

A total of thirty-six checkouts falling into four separate categories were identified. These
included fourteen functional checks, ten leak checks, ten inspections, and two servicing

tasks.

After a review of the available documentation, it was determined that additional information
is required in order to substantiate the need for, or the possible deletion of, some of the

requirements. These areas of concern are:

(a) Hazards associated with simultaneously leaking hydrogen and oxygen in a spac,.
environment; how quickly do propellants dissipate in a space environment, and what

combination of leakage rates constitute a hazardous combustible mixture?
Additionally, some leak test requirements may be mission dependent; i.e., because of

the possibility of hydrogen and oxygen combustion, more. in-depth leak tests should

be performed for engine starts in close proximity to the engine docking facility, than

in a free space environment.

(b) More information is needed on the dissipation characteristics of water in a space-

based environment to support the engine drying requirements listed in Table 2.

(c) More information is needed on the probability of damage from debris, etc. in orbit

and on the protection the vehicle affords the engine relative to encapsulation.
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(d) Criticality assignments in the FMEA (Ref. 1) dated 2-22-85 should be

reviewed/revised to reflect the current philosophies established after the Challenger

incident. (Refer to the SSME FMEA).

This information may be acquired through quantitative modeling (i.e., item a), or by

performing additional qualitative studies. Acquiring this information was beyond the scope

of this task. Nevertheless, it is recommended that these issues be studied in subsequent

tasks since they could impact the development and operation of the ICHM system.

Additional documentation substantiating these conclusions is presented in Appendix 1 and

include:

Part A - Lists the SSME OMRSD and/or the OTVE FMEA failure mode references that

were usrd to establish pre-flight requirements.

Part. B - Defines tie FMEA failure mode criticality assignments.

Part C - Comprehensive list of SSME OMRSD currently used to process the SSME/Shuttle

at KSC and alternate landing sites. Entries in the column marked "OTV APPLIC -

FUTURE" will be made after the engine component design becomes more firm.

Part D - Summary of RL-10 prelaunch checks extracted from the RL-10 service manual. It

is assumed that these requirements are for ground launch activities and are for unmanned

launcn operations. This document was superficial and did riot contain sufficient detail to
influence the preflights methods study. The summary is provided for information only.

RI/RD 91-145
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SUBTASK 2 - Generation of Range of Possible Preflight Methods

Introduction

The objective of Subtask 2 was to generate automated methods to accomplish the preflight

checkouts identified in Subtask 1. Three sets of methods were generated, each reflecting a

checkout philosophy which progressively relies on more ICHM monitored status checking

of the component and system physical status, and less on component dynamic functional

tests. The three levels of ICHM sophistication are reflected in the means by which the

required data are remotely obtained. The methods include the following:

(1) Preliminary power-up where the engine is fired for a short time (tankhead idle and a

brief transition to pump idle). This represents the lowest level of ICHM

sophistication.

(2) Automated component pre-cycling where critical portions of the engine are physically

cycled and monitored (such as pressurizing lines and spinning turbopumps). This

represents an intermediate level of ICHM sophistication.

(3) Automated static checkout where the sensors and operational data history are

sophisticated enough to indicate engine integrity and readiness to fire without the need

to cycle any part of the engine. This is the ultimate goal for preflight checkouts.

Preliminary Power-up

The preliminary power-up technique assumes required information is obtained through

system operation. System conditions during the preliminary power-up phase permit

detection of critical failures without catastrophic results, and subsequently permit safe

shutdown of the engine. However, stress and pressure related potential failures might not

be detectable. The engine system modes of operation which occur as part of the preliminary

power-up phase include prestart, engine start, tank head idle, and pump idle mode. A brief

description of each mode is provided below.

(1) Prestart: The controller performs a self-test and checkout of the ICHM. At the end of

this phase, system temperatures are checked to assure that conditions are normal for

engine start. A start-enable signal is sent to the vehicle.

RI/RD 91-145
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(2) Engine Start: The inlet valves are opened and propellants dropped to the main valves.

The main fuel valve (MFV) is then opened. Hydrogen flows through the system,

vaporizes, and enters the main injector. The gaseous oxidizer valve is then opened to

circulate oxygen through the GOX heat exchanger and into the main injector. The
igniter valves are then opened, the igniter sparks, and ignition is established in the

augmented spark igniter. This initiates Tank Head Idle mode.

(3) Tank Head Idle: Operation continues chilldown to thermally condition the engine
system and provide some passive regulation of mixture ratio swings via H2 to 02

heat transfer. Transition to the next phase, pump idle mode, is determined by the

appropriate component and propellant feed temperatures.

(4) Pump Idle: Transition to pump idle begins as the controller opens the turbine shutoff
valve. The main oxidizer valve (MOV) is ramped open approximately 40%. The

oxidizer turbine bypass valve (OTBV) and the turbine bypass valve (TBV) are
ramped closed 92% and 85% respectively. Closure of the turbine bypass valves

increase hydrogen flow through the turbines which initiates pumping. The high

pressure oxidizer pump discharge pressure rises and the gaseous oxidizer valve

(GOV) is closed. Gaseous hydrogen and oxygen pass through the fuel tank check
valve (FTCV), and the oxidizer tank check valve (OTCV) to the respective tanks

elevating tank pressure and NPSH. The injector primes and combustion boosts the
vaporization rate of the fuel in the cooling jacket providing additional power to the

turbines. At the appropriate chamber pressure (approximately 8%), the controller
initiates active control of mixture ratio and chamber pressure.

Advanced Design Recommendations

While determining preflight checkout methods, the possibility of deleting certain checkouts
by incorporating advanced designs was considered. Advanced design features which may

be available for proposed missions include hydrostatic bearings, which cxhibit negligible
wear, and welded joints, which reduce the overall number of leakage paths. A more

complete list of advanced d.ign recommendations is presented in Tabi-, 3. These features

were not included in the OTVE preliminary design.

RIIRD 91-145
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Advanced Design Features
Recommended To Simplify

Preflight Checkouts

* Welded engine system with the exception
of inlet/outlet turbopump interface joints

* Robust heat exchanger design -
Seamless heat exchanger design

* Robust thrust chamber design

* Hydrostatic bearings

* Addition of labyrinth seals and more
durable seal materials to minimize seal
wear and leakage

Table 3

RI/RD 91-145
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Sensors

The type and projected availability of sensors had a significant impact on the preflight
checkout methods which were ultimately recommended. Where applicable, both current
and advanced sensors were considered in the various approaches. Current ICHM sensor
requirements were defined in the concurrent Task E.6 - ICHM Definition study (Ref. 7).
These current ICHM measurements identified in E.6 are presented in Table 4.

Advanced sensor availability for the Lunar and Mars missions is shown in Table 5.
Advanced sensors for the engine were determined in an earlier technology task (Advanced
Engine Study Task D.1/D.3, Jan. 1986 - Ref. 8). Advanced sensor availability may also
impact the nature of the checkout itself. For example, in the case of turbine wheel/blade
inspection, remotely obtained blade fatigue data coupled with a life prediction model and
trend analysis form the basis for an assessment of turbine condition. This differs from a
manual boroscopic inspection which requires disassembly and does not lend itself to simple

automation.

Grouidrules ain5 Assumptions

The groundrules as specified by NASA in the contract were:

(1) Hydrogen/oxygen expander cycle
(2) Space based

(3) Man Rated

(4) Designed for 100 starts/4 hours of operation (safety factor = 4)
(5) No EVA available for preflight checks

(6) Start cycle - tankhead start (providing propellant settling and chilldown of
components for thermal conditioning), pumped idle operation required for
autogeneous tank pressurization

(7) Preflight Checkout Technology development to readiness level 6

RI/RD 91-145
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Current Technology
ICHM Measurements

* Static Pressure

* Static Temperature

* Flow (Turbine flowmeter)

e Speed

* Modulating Valve Displacement (continuous)

* Shutoff Valve Displacement (on/off)

* Acceleration

Table 4

RI/RD 91-145
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Additional groundrules adopted which were not specifically stated in the contract were:

(1) The following launch scenarios were applicabie:

(a) Space station

(b) Lunar surface

(c) Martian surface

(d) Planetary orbit - selected as most stringent

(2) Engine system assumptions:

(a) Valves are electrically actuated with redundant motors

(b) Pneumatic system consists of LOX pump intermediate seal purge and

injector shutdown purge

The OTV preliminary design incorporated an intermediate seal purge on the MK-49 Lox

turbopump. The purpose of this purge is to assure that no intermixing of the GH2 and Lox

occur, thus preventing potentially dangerous combustible mixtures from forming. The
injector shutdown purge is performed to expel any residual propellants from the injector

and combustion chamber. This process also is to prevent the accumulation of a potentially
explosive mixture. In a space based setting, the residual propellants would most likely

diffuse rapidly to the surrounding vacuum of space. A detailed design and mass transfer

analysis need to be conducted to verify this preliminary conclusion.

Methods

The approach taken in subtask 2 was to generate a range of preflight methods expanding

the NASA suggested approaches into a detailed matrix to satisfy all preflight requirements.

Based on the range of approaches, a preliminary recommendation of a particular approach

for performing each check was made. Several advanced design concepts were also

identified and are recommended to possibly reduce the number of checks. Sensors required

for the preflight checkout approaches were identified and a preliminary assessment was

made on the availability of sensors. A detailed table of the approaches developed in this

subtask is presented in Appendix 2. The table in this appendix includes the approach for

each of the three methods as applied to each preflight check required, the current and

advanced hardware if needed, the recommended approach, and comments.

RI/RD 91-145
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A condensed version of Appendix 2 is provided in Table 6. This summary presents the
preflight checks required and the recommended approach for accomplishing them.

A brief overview of the individual preflight checks will now be provided.

Functional Checks

Of the 14 checks specified, eight are currently automated and in use on operational engine
systems and require little additional technology for implementation. Most are static checks
which are driven by software. Precycling of valve actuators is necessary to assure system
integrity. These engine valves are cycled before the upstream propellant shutoff valves at
the exit of the supply tanks have been opened. Therefore, no propellant flow is required

for this functional check.

Torque checks for all pumps can be performed in a similar manner using the automated

component pre-cycling approach. Because of the extremely small breakaway torque values,
this check may require the development of highly accurate sensors and special checkout

procedures.

The turbopump axial shaft travel check may be substituted with other means of determin) ag
bearing health such as data from the bearing vibrational spectrum to indicate wear. Thert is

also a possibility of deleting this check based on the use of hydrostatic bearings.

The extendible nozzle travel check will rely on data from any nozzle deployment/retraction

during a previous mission. This is to avoid any additional cycling which may cause undue
wear to the actuator mechanism.

Leak checks

Turbopump and valve seal leakage can be monitored in flight with pressure transducers at
the seal drain cavities. Leakage past valve ball seals can be monitored with external skin
temperature sensors located just downstream of the ball. Valve shaft seal leakage can be

monitored through the port just beyond the dynamic shaft seals.

RI/RD 91-145
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Preflight Checks and
Recommended Methods

Functional Checks Method*

1. Valve Actuator Check B

2. Sensor Checkout/Callbratlon C
3. Pneumatic Component Checkout C

4. Operational Sequence Test (FRT) B

5. Control System Redundancy Verification C
6. Controller Memory Verification C
7. Controller Pressurization Verification C
8. HPOTP Torque Check B

9. HPFTP Torque Check B

10. LPOTP Torque Check B

11. LPFTP Torque Check B

12. Turbopump Axial Shaft Travel Check C
13. Extendible Nozzle Travel Check B

14. Igniter Operation B

Leak Checks Method*

1. HPOTP Primary Lox Seal C
2. HPOTP Lox/Turbine Drive Gas Seal C

3. Oxidizer Inlet Valve and MOV Ball Seals C
4. Fuel Inlet Valve and MFV Ball Seals C

5. Propellant Valves Primary Shaft Seals C
6. Pneumatic Control Assembly Internal Seals C

7. Heat Exchanger Coil Leak Test B

8. Heat Exchanger Coil Proof Test B

9. Thrust Chamber Assembly Outer Walls C
10. Combustion and Propellant System Joints C

A = Preliminary power-up
B = Component Precycling
C = Automatic Static Checkout
(Detailed description of approaches In Appendix 2)

Table 6 RI 91-145
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Preflight Checks and Recommended
Methods (continued) , _,

Inspections Method*

1. Exterior of Components for Damage/Security, etc. C

2. T/C Assembly for Evidence of Coolant Passage Blockage C

3. HPFTP Turbine Wheel/Blades for Cracks, Fatigue and Damage C

4. HPOTP Turbine Wheel/Blades for Cracks, Fatigue and Damage C

5. LPFTP Turbine Wheel/Blades for Cracks, Fatigue and Damage C

6. LPOTP Turbine Wheel/Blades for Cracks, Fatigue and Damage C

7. HPOTP Bearings for Damage C

8. T/C Assembly Injector Faceplate, Igniter, and Lox Post Tips C
for Erosion, Burning, and Contamination

9. Gimbal Bearings and TVC Attach Points for Evidence of B
Bearing Seizure and Fatigue

10. Heat Exchanger for Cracks, Evidence of Wear, and Damage C

Servicing Tasks Method*

1. Combustion Zone Drying B

a. Igniter Valves

b. PC Sensors

2. HPOTP Lox/Turbine Drive Gas Seal Pre-Start Purge B

A = Preliminary power-up
B = Component Precycling
C = Automatic Static Checkout
(Detailed description of approaches In Appendix 2)

Table 6 (continued)
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The heat exchanger is difficult to leak check since small internal leakage is difficult to detect

remotely. Small undetectable leaks may develop into significantly larger leaks during full

power operation; actual heat exchanger operating conditions may be difficult to simulate, A

highly robust heat exchanger design is recormended as a means of deleting this check.

Hot gas system leaks may be difficult tc detect since no throat plug is available. Remote in-

flight leak detection techniques present a viable option. Some leakage paths could be

eliminated by welding combustion system joints.

Inspections

Remote high resolution visual techniques and thermally sensitive surface coatings (for the

detection of hot spots) is a viable solution for exterior inspections. However, these

techniques may be difficult to implement inside of the main combustion chamber because of

inaccessibility and incompatibility of the coating with combustion products.

Turbine rotating element inspection can be accomplished by monitoring blade/disc fatigue

and bearing wear. The blade/disc fatigue can be inferred from historical thermal data

provided by optical pyrometers. Damage and fatigue is a function of both thermal

transients and extended exposure to elevated temperature while under dynamic stress.

Wear of the roller element bearings featured in the OTVE preliminary design would be

monitored by isotopic wear detectors and fiberoptic deflectometers. Exhaust plume

analysis may also be used to detect degradation.

Condition of the gimbal bearing and Thrust Vector Control (TVC) attach points can be

deleted by using robust gimbal bearing design.

Servicing tasks

Drying of ignitLr and Pc sensors may not be required in a vacuum, but if needed, can be

accomplished with an inert gas purge.

RIRD 9 1-145
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SUBTASK 3 - Issues and Benefits

The objective of Subtask 3 was to identify the issues and benefits associated with the range

of automated preflight checkout methods developed in subtask 2. This task served the

purpose of identifying technology areas and potential approaches for automating preflight

checkouts, while providing a basis for more detailed preflight method definition studies.

The approach taken is illustrated in Figure 1. Each preflight checkout method was viewed
as a composite of (1) the general approach and methodology of each suggcsted method,
(2) the sensors which provide the required data, and (3) any alternate component designs
considered to simplify or eliminate that particular preflight requirement. By viewing
preflight checkouts in this manner, issues and benefits of each suggested method for

satisfyitg prefight requirements were thoroughly identified.

As described above, three general approaches were considered in satisfying each preflight

requirement. These approaches included preliminary power up, automated component
precycling, and automated static checkout. Issues and benefits relating to each of these

approachct were idenified in a general sense as well as specifically in the context of the
prefiight requirements they Latisfy. issues and benefits were also identified for eauh sensor

considered for preflight checkouts and for any alternate design rmcommendation where

applicable. Where feasible, issues were categorized into space basing issues, vehicle /

infrastructure issues, and system issue,.

The results of subtask 3 are contained in Appendix 3 where a complete set oi issues and

benefits are presented. Part A of Appendix 3 identifies general issues and benefits for each

of the three approaches listed above, Part B considers the range of methods suggested for

satisfying each preflight requirement. Each entry in part B contains references to other

applicable iss.'es and benefits, specifically, issues relating to the general approach used

(i.e., preliminary power up, component precycling, or static check), sensors and hardware

considered for that particular method, and related alternate design recommendations where

applicable. Preflight requirements that would be impacted by alternate design

recommendations include heat exchanger leak checks and inspections, turbopumnp bearing

checkouts, and hot gas system checkouts. ICHM sensor/hardware issues are identified in

part C, and alternate design issues are discussed in part D of Appendix 3.
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The scope of the methods presently used for satisfying preflight requirements will need to

change as a result of the advanced ICHM sensors being considered. This applies

particularly to visual inspections and leak checks - two of the most commonly practiced
means of dei.ermining flight readiness - which would not be feasible in space using

conventional ground based methods. Right readiness assessments made on the basis of an
operation I t.istory data base seem to be the simplest and safest approach, yet critical issues

still need to be resolved. Of particular importance is a means to adequately monitor

degradation of certain components during idle periods in space.

The issues identified for each automated preflight method reflected the current state of
ICHNM technology based on inputs provided by Rocketdyne experts. As ICHM

dev,.,iopment continues, some issues will be resolved while others will surface. Based on

the evolving nature of the ICHM system and that of chemical transfer propulsion in
newnral, it is recommended that this task be revisited as the ICHM definition firms.
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SUBTASK 4 - Technology Readiness Assessment

In subtask 4, the technology readiness levels of the three preflight checkout methods

defined in subtask 2 were evaluated. These are the preliminary power-up, automated

component precycling, and automatic static checkout methods. Appendix 4 lists the 36

individual checkouts identified in subtask 1 to be accomplished by these methods for a

successful preflight complete engine checkout. Appendix 4 also lists the sensors required

for each of the three methods to complete these tests. Although the methods are

fundamentally different, in many cases they use the same means to evaluate engine

conditions. This table also gives the technology readiness of each of the sensors, allowing

easy determination of overall method technology readiness as a sum of component

readiness. The sensor readiness levels for the first six sensors were obtained from

previous ICHM studies. Technology readiness rationales for the remaining seven sensors

were established in conjunction with current E.6 efforts. A summary of the type and

number of sensors used for each of the three methods is provided in Table 7.

Appendix 4 includes many checkout tasks from subtask 1 for which sensors were not

required or are not applicable. Of those, the following checkout tasks do not require

sensors: 1.2, 1.5, 1.6, 1.14, 4.1 and 4.2.

For steps 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6, the turbine wheel and blade checks, there is no way at

present to satisfactorily determine wear or damage using the automated component

precycling method. In this case either the statistical techniques of the automated static

checkout, application of a low life limit, or a preliminary power-up would have to be used

to determine the turbine readiness.

It should be noted that components other than sensors needed for these methods are not

included in Appendix 4. Among them are the engine controller, automation and control

software, and a pressurized inert gas system for the precycling approach. These

components, although integral parts of the preflight methods, are extensions of current,

proven elements ar-,,rned to already exist in the enginie system. They will, nevertheless,

require significant (, .velopment to incorporate the specific preflight functions and will be

included in the overall method readiness assessment.
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Table 8 gives three indexes to show the level of technology readiness for each of the
methods. The average readiness level of the sensors for each method along with the
minimum level of sensor readiness is shown. The overall system readiness for each

method is also given with the following rationales:

Preliminary Power-up: Level 5. There are many procedures perfl ned to date which
demonstrate elements of this method. Current engines such as the SSME and RS-27 are
test fired before vehicle installation to check engine operation and performance against
nominal values. The SSME block two controller performs a similar checkout of all

systems without starting the engine before each firing. The J-2 was also fired, shut down
and then fired again in an environment similar to that of a space based engine. In addition,
the proposed advanced sensors have been demonstrated in ground tests. Together with
component refinement, the efforts remaining are systems integration and validation.

Aug.-te~d Component-Pecyclig: Level 4. As with the previous method, all sensor-
have beer, ground tested in some form, but require varying degrees of further development.
Evaluating engine readiness using cold flow tests is presently performed on components in
preassembly ground tests only. This method would require the design of a substantially

larger pressurized gas system with accompanying valves, engine ports and control system
plus the design of a shaft drive mechanism.

Automatic Static Chcckout: Level 4. This method is presently performed on most engines
using available sensors; the only difference being the checkout is not done on board the
vehicle. Measurements are remotely checked against the family of data for that engine type,

and when possible against that engine's own previous data.. Automating and moving these
functions to the controller and further devcloping the designated sensors are efforts yet
required to implement this method.

Table 8. Method Readiness Assessment
Average Seisor Minimum Sensor Overall System

Readiness Readiness Readiness
Preliminary Power Up 7 4 5

Automated Component 4.9 4 4
Pre-,ycling 5.
Automatic Static 5.0 4 4
Checkout
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SUBTASK 5 - Remaining Development Cost for Automated
Preflight Checkout Methods

This section describes the remaining development cost for each of the three preflight
checkout categories; i.e., (1) Preliminary power-up (engine fired for short time), (2)
Automated pre-cycling (cycling certain individual engine components without firing the

engine), and (3) Automated static checkout (without cycling or hot firing engine).
"Remaining" costs are understood to cover those costs which are required to bing the

sensors and associated computer hardware and software to Technology Readiness Level 6,

" to develop and demonstrate the entire automated preflight checkout process and system
in a test bed engine (AETB). Activities which lead to a space flight ready system
(Technology Readiness Level 7), i.e., qualification and reliability demonstration of the
integrated automated preflight checkout system are excluded from the development cost
reported in this section. Technical Readiness Levels definitions are listed in Table 9.

Groundrules and Assumptions

Foi definition purposes, "preflight checkout" was defined as that part of a space-based
mission timeline which encompasses both engine preflight condition and engine postflight

condition assessment. The mission time difference between postflight and preflight may be
short, several days, or long, a year or more. Both checkout conditions will draw heavily
on data accumulated by the ICHM during the actual flight phase. These data are assumed

to be stored and processed by a ground-based maintenance data base. Table 10 lists

additional operational requirements above those mentioned in Subtask 2 which implicitly
affect the automated preflight checkout method development program and cost. Table 11

lists all other groundrules and assumptions used in establishing the cost estimates.
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Technology Readiness Levels: Definition

Level 7 System validation model demonstrated in
space; system ready for space-based
applications

Level 6 System validation model demonstrated in
simulated environment; test of an
equivalent of the final system configuration

Level 5 Component and/or breadboard
demonstrated in relevant environment

Level 4 Component and/or breadboard
demonstrated in laboratory

Level 3 Analytical and experimental
proof-of-concept for critical function and/or
characteristic; conceptual design test

Level 2 Technology concept/application formulated;
conceptual design drafted

Level 1 Basic principles observed and reported

Table 9
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Important Operational Requirements

* Fail operational/fail safe

* High reliability

* Service free life for 100 starts and four hours

* Entire engine is Orbital Replacement Unit
(ORU), except: sensors can be replaced at
space base by EVA or robotic

* Extendable nozzle

* 10:1 to 20:1 continuously throttleable

Table 10
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Costing Groundrules and Assumptions
* Development program covers all phases of

automated preflight checkout from advanced
sensor development to system validation in
terrestrial simulation of actual flight environment
in advanced expander test bed (AETB).

* Development program includes the cost of a
comprehensive maintenance data base, though
this data base will also be required for the flight
parameter data analysis.

* Already spent technology acquisition costs for
sensors and software not considered (relatively
small sunk costs).

* All costs in 1991 constant dollars.

* Sensor, software and computer costs are
incremental above those reported in Task E.6 for
a minimal ICHM system ($46M).

* All costs are Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM),
based on analogies, parametrics and expert
information, not on detailed program schedules
and manpower loadings.

Table 11
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Approach

There are many alternative preflight checkout development programs possible since three

candidate checkout methods have been identified, for 36 measurement parameters with

several sensor alternatives of different technology readiness levels. In order to reduce this

large number of possible development programs to a manageable size, the following

approach was taken, illustrated in Figure 2. Two engine design alternatives were

postulated:

(1) An advanced engine is optimized for space based operations and as many design

precautions as possible have been taken to minimize the necessary amount of preflight

condition monitoring. These include, e.g., hydrostatic bearings on both turbopumps,

an external tubular, seamless, weldless heat exchanger and welded engine component

interfaces. This approach assumes a design philosophy which is analogous to that of

the ALS booster engine concept, i.e., optimization of the engine design with respect

to operability with performance as a close but secondary design criterion. It was

further assumed that two approaches are feasible: one maximizing the use of current

state-of-the-art sensors, the second one maximizing the use of advanced sensors.

Current sensors may be somewhat limited in their attributes such as life expectancy,
drift characteristics, reliability, repeatability, mcasurement directness, etc. Advanced

sensors will have improved such attributes. In addition, non-intrusiveness and new

direct measurement capabilities, as described in the previous section of this report and

in the appendices, will be available.

(2) The engine is not optimized for space base operations, but rather a modification of a

ground based engine (such as an RL-10 derivative). It may have features like ball or

roller bearings, a heat exchanger with welds in the coils, and flanged engine

component interfa _. This design approach necessitates a maximum amount of

preflight checkout operations. As in Alternative (1), it was also assumed that either a

maximum number of current sensors, or a maximum number of advanced sensors

can be used. In this design approach, the engine will need some modifications to

accommodate the turbopump spin-up for preflight torque measurement, and for

checking turbopump seals with inert gas.
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Figure 3 presents the "building blocks" of a generic development program for the

automated preflight checkout methods. The development cost of each building block was

determined. For the case in which advanced sensors are used, the program starts with

sensor development to advance the sensor technologies to readiness level 6, system

validation model demonstrated in simulated environment, i.e., one level before validation in

space. Parallel with the sensor technology, the computer hardware and software has t, oe

developed. The computer hardware includes memory and processors in addition to those

identified for flight parameter measurements in Task E.6. The software includes the

processing logic and algorithms for the preflight checkout sensors, and a (presumably

ground based) centralized maintenance data base for engine history information. It will

accumulate all flight, preflight and postflight data, and will be used for trend analysis and

statistical process control techniques as the basis for maintenance actions. The software

costs were determined as those in addition to Task E.6 software costs. The cost estimates

of Task E.6 did not include development of a centralized maintenance data base.

Sensors and software have to be integrated into a preflight checkout system and "tested" in

an engine. This can be best accomplished first in a "Soft Simulation" (i.e., analytical) task.

In this task all engine parameters and sensor parameters will be simulated by time

dependent functions and algorithms. This could be performed with support of

Rocketdyne's transient engine performance model which encompasses analytical

representation of engine hardware. Engine component and sensor failures can be

introduced into a Monte Carlo-type soft simulation in order to understand the time and

functional interdependencies of the sensor/software/engine component system.

The next set of activities, shown in parallel in Figure 3, are "Hard Simulation" and

"Integrated Sensor/Computer System Brassboard Simulation." The Hard Simulation of

engine components and preflight checkout sensors involves instrumenting real engine

components with real sensors required for preflight checkout, and testing the engine

components by flow tcsting (turbopumps, valves, pneumatic subsystem) or hot firing

(main combustion chamber with nozzle, gimbal/TVC). Vibration testing (shaker table) may

also be required. The engine components should be of flight configuration, but need not be

the same as those for an OTVE or STVE. These componeni and sensor tests will be

performed using six separate component brass boards and will establish the viability of the

sensor in an engine component environment.
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The next task, "Integrated Sensor/Computer System Brassboard Simulation" includes real

sensors and processors, prototype software and a suitable existing computer platform. The

engine components will be simulated by digital or analog signals driving the sensors or

processors. This simulation will address systems aspects of the automated preflight

checkout method, sensor time behavior, real processor characteristics, data base

functioning, etc.

The final task of the development program consists of instrumenting an engine with

sensors, integrating all preflight checkout sensors, software and computer with the engine

and flight ICHM system, and statically hotfiring the engine (e.g. the Advanced Expander

Test Bed [AETB]). Successful completion of this task will establish the system validation

in simulated (i.e. ground) environment. For this task, only that cost was estimated which

is due to contractor instrumentation, software and systems engineering support, while

engine testing costs (both labor, hardware and propellants) are assumed to be government

furnished.

Sensor reliability demonstration and qualification of the engine/sensor/ computer/software

system are considered to be outside technology level 6 and constitute necessary tasks for
advancing to level 7. The costs of these tasks were, therefore, not determined.

Figure 4 is a generic program schedule for the preflight checkout method tasks discussed

above, to establish the timeframe of activities. Development costs were based on this

schedule. The schedule (4 years to first AETB test) is consistent with a reasonably paced

development program and would zllow time for integration of the automated preflight

checkout system with an engine ready for an Initial Operating Capability (IOC) near the end

of the decade.

Development Program Cost Evaluation

After dividing the development program into 7 tasks, the cost of each task was determined

separately, based on parametrics, analysis, modification of Task E.6 costs and some

preliminary manpower loading estimates.
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The logic for sensor development costs is as follows: Current technology ICHM sensors

(see Table 4) need a minimum of development, and a nominal cost of $0.5M was assumed

for the sum of all sensors. This was based on the cost estimate provided in Task E.6.

Advanced sensors (see Appendix 4) currently at a technology level of 4 were estimated to

require $1M for each type to bring them to level 6. Sensors currently at level 5 were

estimated to require $05M for each type to bring thern to level 6. These approximate,

averaged costs were based on %,:-tensive discussions with instrumentation experts.

The development rationales for the other tasks shown in Figure 2, plus required engine

modifications for Category 2 (component precycling), are listed in Table 12. The costs of

the individual development tasks are summarized in Table 13.

Development Program Costs for Each Preflight Checkout Method

As discuss(.d previously, the preflight development costs were determined for two

alternatives: (1) an advanced design engine optimized for space based operations, and (2)

an engine with minimum modifications to an existing ground based engine.

(1) Engine Optimized for Space Baing

For this alternative, the design assumptions shown in Table 3 are presumed to be

incorporated into the engine. The following engine preflight checkout requirements

can be eliminated (see also Table 2):
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Summary of Development Cost
Elements by Task*

(M$, 91)

Sensor Development 0.5 to 8.0

Delta Software Development

Maintenance Data Base, Optimized engine 3.5
- Not optimized engine 4.6

Process Software • Optimized engine 2.4
- Not optimized engine 3.6

Delta Computer Hardware Development 2.5

Soft Simulation 0.7

Hard Simulation 8.0

Integrated Sensor/Computer System Brassboard 4.0

OTVE Modification (for Cat. 2 only) 2.3

AETB Test Support 2.4

These costs are not additive. The proper elements are combined for

4 different cases as shown In Table 14.

Table 13
RI/RD 91-145
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• Functional Checks

" HPOTP Torque Check

* HPFTP Torque Check

• LPOTP Torque Check

* LPFTP Torque Check

" Turbopump axial shaft travel

. Leak Checks

. HPOTP Primary Lox Seal
" HPOTP Lox/Turbine Drive Gas Seal

Heat Exchange Coil Leak Test

* Heat Exchange Coil Proof Test

* Comgnen Interface Joints (but not engine/vehicl fluid interfaces)

* Inspections
o HPOTP Bearings for Damage

* Heat Exchanger for Cracks, Evidence of Wear and Damage

• Servicing Tasks - None to be eliminated

(2) Engine not Optimized for Space Basing

This assumes that an engine with a basically ground based design concept, such as

the current RL-10, is used for space based operations. In this instance, all or most of

the 36 preflight checkout parameters listed in Table 2 need to be addressed.

The development program costs for the two engine design alternatives are summarized in

Table 13. The total program costs range from about $26M to $35M. This range is

relatively small due to the fact that a large part of the costs are contained in software,

hardware simulation and brassboard efforts which were assumed to be basically invariant

to the selection of particular sensor concepts. Software costs for engines which are

optimized for space basing are different than those for engines not optimized for space

basing. The maintenance data base software for non-optimized engines was assumed to be

30% larger, and the process software 50% larger compared to those for optimized engines.

The 30% increase is due to the larger amount of sensors and the associated larger data base

requircment for maintenance. The 50% increase is also partly due to the higher amount of

sensors, and partly because of the additional more complex process logic requirements. A
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more detailed development program analysis, however, may show more differentiation,
especially with regard to sensor algorithm software. The cases which use advanced state-
of-the-art sensors are more costly than those with existing qualified sensors; however, the
capability, quality and reliability of the preflight checkout information is also higher for
these cases. The use of current state-of-the-art sensors may lead to higher operating costs

(due to lower sensor life and reliability expectations) and to lower quality information (due
to more reliance on trend analysis instead of direct measurements).

Preflight checkout Category 2 (automated precycling) for engines which are not optimized

for space base operations may introduce substantial reliability and safety issues connected
with the addition of valves, lines, inert gas tanks, etc. which may degrade the overall
reliability and safety and may also lead to larger life cycle costs.

All development program costs shown in Table 14 are in addition to those which were

given for Task E.6, as previously noted.
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Appendix 1

OTVE Preflight Requirements
(References)
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Part B

BASIC FAILURE MODE EFFECTS AND CRITICALITY

aritical ity
Number - Engine Effrect Vehicle Effect Mission Effect

Major uncontained uarmage to an Significant damage Mission abort(1)
engine subsyscem or component to adjacent equip- Low probability of vehi-
resulting in widespread engine mert and/or vehicle cle loss, crew death or
damage. probable. injury

2 Significant contained damage to Damage to adjacent Mission abort(l)
a vital engine subsystem or equioment or
component sufficient to render vehicle highly
it inoperative or its continued improbable.
operation hazardous.

3 Performance degradation or Nane Mission abort( l)
notable damage to component/ Conditionally dependent
subsystem. Continued opera-
tion conditionally acceptable.

4 Minor Failures fully tolerated None Delay until resolved at
by continued operation at an mission start
acceptable hazard level. Minor
propellant leakage from flanged
joints.

5 Nuisance failures. None Correct at next routine
maintenance

ICHM MODIFIED FAILURE MODE EFFECTS AND CRITICALITY

Criticality
Number Engine Effect Vehicle Effect Mission Effect

A Safe shutdown of engine before None Mission abort( l )
uncontained damage results.

B Safe shutdown of engine before None Mission abort( l)
significant contained damage
results.

C Reduced power level operation. None Mission abort(l)
Conditionally Jependent

0 Parallel or standby redundant None Delay until resolved at
system assumes function; normal mission start
engine operation continues.

(1) Mission abort for criticality 1 through 3 and A through C failures applies only or outbound
phases prior to OTV payload disposition. After abort, emphasis is placed on safe return of
the vehicle/Lrew regardless of payload disposition.

NOTE: Basic failure modes requiring multiple failures to produce the specified criticality are
indicated by a suffixed M after the criticality number.
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Appendix 2

OTV Automated Preflight
Methods - Approaches
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Appendix 3

Issues and Benefits of Preflight
Methods
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Part A - Issues and Benefits of Preflight Methods - General Approach Descriptions

Preflight Approach Issues and Benefits Comments
Checkout

Space Basing Vehicle/infrastructure Engine system

Preliminary Issues: Issues: Issues:Power-up Deployment of vehicle may - Use of propellants required to • Start transient conditions are
result, particularly if prelfight perform checkouts. severe. May cause damage to
checks occur while vehicle is in , Additional propellant may be system. Minor damage detectable
orbit. required to recover the vehicle if by other moans may otherwise

deployed unintentionally, propagate.
DeterminatioVresoluion of , May reduce the life of sone

prolems too late to avoid rmissing * Short fire-up period required - componnts due to additional hot
launch window, possibly several seconds, firing.

* Additionl checkout hardware Benefits: Benefits:
will have t be designed ba
withstand the space environment • No requirement for sophisticted * Actual hot-Are conditions for
for long durations. condition monitoring sensors and realistic assessment of engines

historical data base. readiness to fire.
Benefits: * ProliminFry power-up approach

is part of routine angine start
* Minimum rrmintenance procedure prior to .'vssior.
requirement. Therefore. this appiaach can be

used redundantly no maeor
which preflight checkout
approach is selcted.

Automated Issues: Issues: Issues:
Component
Pro-cycling • Addiborol checkout hardi are • Allowabe vehicle payload Addtlional hardware may reduce

will have to be designed ID impacted by the weight and the reliability of the engine and
withstand the space environment volume of mecharical and posbly result in additional failure
for tong durations. electrical hardware required for modes.

emulating dynarric conditions.
* Greatest maintenance This includes a large ui'ppiy of Benefita:
requirements. pressurized inert gas.

- Inert conditions for checkouts.
Benefits; Benefits:

- Assessment based on actual
- Degradation during space -To Be Detemtnd cycling of components.
storage evaluated.

Autimted Issues; I9sues1 Issues;
toatle

Checkout * Conditionitoring sensors * Requires sxtensive data mass * Many sensors wll be required for
will have to be designed Io storage capabilities which may an accurate assessment of
withstand the space environment impact the allowable vehicle engine rasciness to fire.
for long durations. payload due to weight and - Many condition monitoring
- Degradation of components volume, sensors are necessarily
during downtime just prior to - Requires the most sophisticated intrusive.
preflight check must be integrated control and health Sersrs will require a high
considered in historical database. monitoring system of all degree of acuracy and reliability

approaches suggested. tar comrplot condition
- Additional checkout hiardwae assessments,
will have to be desirned to Benefits:
withstand the space environment Benefits:
for ong durations. * Remnairing life prediction based

on accurate arlytal methods * Comrponent ite not impacted by
Benefits: and life pred iction models checkout approach since no

- Possibly more rapid checkout components are cycled.
* Minimum apace maintenance. sequence since performed

statically.
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Part B - Issues and Benefits of Preflight Methods - Functional Checks
CHECKOUT APPROACH ISSUES AND BENEFITS APPLICABLE ISSUES AND BENEFITS COMMENTSI _ _REFERENCES_ _ I
1. Valve aCt1ua5tr rlm. powet -up Benefits;
Check jGeneral Approaches

-See references -Preliinasry Power up

SonsorelHardware
*Resve Position stinsor
*Eddyic"urrent position sensor

Alternate Design Recommendations
* n's

b. Autorrated pre- Issues:
cycling General Approaches

*Requires power consumption for actuation. -Automated component precycling

Benefits: Sonseo~/ardwaro
*Resolver Position sensor

*Approach can demonstrate full range of actuator *Eddy current position sensor
operation

Alternate Design Recommendations

c. Automein Issus:
static General Approaches

*Does not adequately assess degradation during -Automated static check
Idl period.

- cannot address till range of actuator operation Sensate/Hardware,
: Resolver Position sensor

Benefits: *Eddy current position sensor

- Requires nrinirrial power consumption Alternate Design Recommendations
- We/

2 Sensor a. Prelim. power-up issues:
check/calibration. General Approaches

*High risk sproach to sensor chock and calibration -Prelirraiy Power up
*Low level power-up may not provkde sufficently

stable operation to allow sensor calibrationr Sensors/Hardware
* r/a

Benefits:
Altersiate Design Recorri,idatians

- provides complele end-tai-end sensor system -rb/a
checkout
*Provides mechanical input required to check

dynamic sensors.

b.Automnated pro- Issues:
cycling General Approaches

- Check ot dynamnic sensors (speed, torque, * Automated component ie-cycling
acceleration, valve postionAin.) requires additional
complexity of actuation syslsrns; and power Sensors/hardware
consumption. -rVa

Benefit@: Alternate Design Recommendations
n/s~*Provides complete arid-to-erro sensor eteckout

c. Autornate Issues:
Static General Appiroaches

- Only checks sensor elements for continuity, does *Automated Static check
not iclentify all sensing element problems.

Sensors/Hardware
Benefits: rb/a

- Provides sufficient level of confidence for the Alternate Design Recommendations
operational requirements of most systems * n/
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Part B - Issues and Benefits of Preflight Methods - Functional Checks (contd.)
CHECKOUT APPROACH ISSUES AND BENEFITS APPLICABLE ISSUES AND BENEFITS COMMENTS

REFERENCES
3. PneurF a.Praim. power-up Benefits:
Componet General Approaches
checkout Provides rmost compliete chackout of system -Preliminary Power up

Senso rotHeard wae
- Pressure Transducer

Alternate Design Flocommendatlona,

b. Automated pro- issues:
cycling General Approaches

- Functional checkout requires power consumption - Automated Component precycling
for valve actuation.

Sensors/Hardware
Benefits: - Pressure transducer

- provides excellent functional checkout of Alternate Design Recommendations
pnieumnatic valves and actuators. *rife

C. Automated Ieauec:
static Geneal Ap-)roachas

- Only provides partial system checkout -Automated static check

Benefits: Sensors/Hardware
- Pressure transducer

- Ii.irrum power consumption required
Alternate Design Recommendation.

4. Operational a- Prelimn. power-up Benesfits:.
sequenca test General Approaches

*Providas most compieto checkout of system *Prelirunary Power up

Sensors/Hardwarat
*Resolver Position sensor
*Eddy current position sensor
*Pressure transducer

Alternate Design Recommendations

b.Automnatedi pre- Isuues:
cycling General Approaches

- Requires power consumption lor valve actuation *Automated cormponent precyclint;

Benefits; Sensors/Hardware
- Resolver Position sensor

- Provides most complete checkout wirn rrinimeJ * tdcly current position sensor
risk to engine or vehicle *Pressure transduicer

Alternate Design Recomrmendations

c. Automated Issues;
static General Approaches

- Does not provide complte checkout of system - Automated static check

Benefits-. Sensora/Mardware
- Resolver Position sensor

*Requiras rnrijral pi~e consurrption Eddy current position sensor
*Pressure transducer

Alternate Design Recommendations
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Part B - Issues and Benefits of Preflight Methods - Functional Checks (contd.)

CHECKOUT APPROACH ISSUES AND B3ENEFITS APPLICABLE ISSUES AND BENEFITS COMMENTS
______________________REFERENCES

5. Control sy-stams -0r-elim. power-up issues:
redundancy chock Genera Approaches

-High riA tu engine to investigate system -Preliminary Power up
irtidundancy during engine aoeration

Sensors/H~ardware
Benefits: rt'~a

- Sea references Alternate Design Recommendations
r We

b. Autormated pro- Not Applicable
cycling

zAutomated Isses.:
static General Approach.s

- Allows verification of electrical systems only -Automated sitibc check

Benefits: Sensors/Hardware
, r/a

- Provides high level of confidence in system with
minimal risk Alternate Design Recommend atIons

*rVe

6. Controller a. Prelimn. power-up Not Applicable
nxxmry
verification

br. Automated pre- Not applicable
cycling

c. Automated Issues:
static - Past history data not equired Genieral Approaches

- Automated atatic checkout
Benefits:

Sensors/Hardware
*Siriple electrical check providing high level of *rVas

confidence for safe operation
Alternate Design Recommendations
*ri's
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Part B - Issues and Benefits of Preflight Methods - Functional Checks (contd.)

CHECKOUT APPROACH ISSUES AND BENEFITS APPLICABLE ISSUES AND BENEFITS COMMENTS
REFERENCES

7. Controller R Prelim. power-up Issues:
presurization General Approaches
verification - Power-up not required - Simple static check may • Preliminery power up

be performed without firing engine.
Seneore/Herdwsre

Benefits: • Pressure transducer

- see references Alturnate Design Recommendattone
- n#5

b. Automated pre- Not Applicable n/e
cycling

c. Automated Issues:
static General Approaches

* Past history data may not be applicable here. • Automated static checkout
Simple static chock may be all that is required.

Ssnsor/Hardware
Benefits: - Pressure transducer

* Simple pressure check is adequate. Alternate Design Recommendations
in/l

8 HPOTP torque a. Prelim. power-up Issues: Modification to the
chock General Approache: turbopump torque

- Breakaway torque can't be measured at spin-up or • Preliminary power -up checks would be
9. HPFTP torque power down. required to
check Sensors/Hardware accommodate the

- Ferroragnetic torquemeter use of hydrostatic
10. LPOTP Torque Benefit.: bearings This
check Alternate Design Recommendations applies to all

- could provide excellent condition evaluation with * Hydrostatic bearings approaches.
11. LPFTP torque proper instrumentation.

b. Automated Pre- -eause:
cycling General Approaches

- Highly sensirtve torquerneter required for * Automated component prwycling
measurement of small breakaway torque.
* Remrte spin system would likely be heavy. Sensors/Hardware
complex, and require significant power * Ferrongnebc torquomter
consumption.

Alternate Design Recommendettons
Benefits: * Hydrosatic bearings

* Safest method for providing dynamic evaluation of
pump systems.

c Automated lsaues:
static General Approaches

* Not a comfpete system checkout - Automated static checkout
* Requires extensive Atatisical data base to justify
the use of this approach Sensors/Hardware

Ferrornugnetic torquemeter
Benefits:

Alternte Design RecommendatIons
* Provides lightest simplest checkout with little * Hydrostatc beenrings
power consu mpon
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Part B - Issues and Benefits of Preflight Methods - Functional Checks (contd.)

CHECKOUT APPROACH ISSUES AND BENEFITS APPLICABLE ISSUES AND BENEFITS COMMENTS
REFERENCES

12. axial shaft a. Preli. power-up Iss, as: General Approaches:
travel check - If gnificant wear present the T/P could be further Preliminary powe-up.

damaged during power-up
Sensor"rdware.:

Benefits: Fiber optec deflectometer.
. Component integrity verified in dynamic hot-fire Isotopic wear detector
onvirorment.

Alternate Design Reortmfnda-
Hydrostatic bearings.

b. Automated pre- Issues: General Approaches:
cycling * Extra weight and corlexity of mechanical - Autonmated component precycling.

actuation system.
Sensolliardware

Benefits: * Mechanical actuation system.
* Aass bearing integrity without T/P rotation Displacement sensor.
which could result in damage if bearings are worn.

Alternoat Design Rleormmredaions:
, Hydrostatic bearings.

c. Automated Issues: Gwneal Approaches:
static • Axial translation during next start transient ray * Automated static checkout-

not be predictabe from previous firing steady state
bearing vibration spectrum. Sensomrfl-lardware:
* Requires extensive statistical data bar a. Fiberoptic deltectometn.

Isotopic wear detector.
Benefits:
* No additional hardware for displacm int Altermata Design Recomnndations

- Hydro.tatic batings.
13. extendible a. Prsim. power-up Issues: Sincegimballing
nozzle travel General Approaches and nozzle
check * Check may not require power-up - simple position • Prelimincry power -up extension I

check during gimbelling sequence may be ell that is retraction will occur
necessary. Seneors/Hoirdware for checkout
* Risk and propellant consurripbon des not justify Accelerom eter purposes, the
added fidelity to nozzle travel check * Eddy current r osibon sensor actuating and

control
Benefits: Alternate Design Recommenwdattone mechanisrns for

-nWe these processes
* Vibration magnitude at extendible nozzle attach should be highly
point may give an nacurate t'.sssmant of tret. robust.
- Provides closest simulaition of actual operating
conditions.

lb Automated pre- Issues:
cycling General Approaches

* Requires robust gimbeJling mechanism and nozzle * Autorraled Component precycling
actuator mechnism since fuli range gimballing
required for checkout purposes. SensorelHardwars
* requires power consumption for actuation Acceleromeler

* Eddy current position sensor
Benefits:

Alternate Design RecommendatIons
* mvides greaest confidence for sale operation * n's
for .ny low risk checkout method.

c Automated leuesa:
static General Approaches

- Does not adequately asses degradation during - Autonated static checkout
idle period

Sensors/Hardware
Benefits: Accelerormetw

• Eddy current positon sensor* tow plr consumpti+on

Alternate Design Recommendations
* r914
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Part B - Issues and Benefits of Preflight Methods - Functional Checks (contd.)
CHECKOUT APPROACH ISSUES AND BENEFiTS APPLILABLE ISSUES AND BENEFITS COMMENTS

14. Igniter a I Prelimn. power-up Ise:RFRNE
operational check General Approaches

*SP-c41 prelimrnary power UP Verification provides -Preliminary power -up
no fidsantage over verification during operational
start-up. Sensors/Htardware

-We
Benefits:

Alternate Design Recommendations
soe references *~

bi. Autormated pre- Issues:
cycling General Approach..s

- Igniter must be highly reltble anid robust to - Aulornatad component prcy cling
accoioda rmany checkout cycles.
* prk chock requires power consumption Seneora/Hardwars

-We
Benefits:

Alternate Design Roconiniendatiorts
- Allows verification of proper system operation prior - r's
to introdlucton of propellants

c. Automated~ Issues:
static General Approaches

* Continuity and poat history mauy not provide - Automated static checkout
complete assessment. Cycling should be included.

Senotors/Hardware
Benefits: - r's

*see references Alternate Design Recommendations
Wea
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Part B - Issues and Benefits of Preflight Methods - Leak checks
CHECKOUT APPROACH ISSUES AND BENEFITS APPLICABLE ISSUES AND BENEFITS COMMENTS

_________ ______ _________________________REFERENCES

I HPOTPpinsry }aPreim.power-up] Issues:ovr tnretie G itlApoh

- Offers no advant ver moioigrdne -Peinnr porwer -up
pressure during operation Perelimiar wr

Benefits: - Temperature sensor

- see references Alternate Desilgn Recommendations

b. Automrated pro- Iissues:
cycling General Approaches

* increaes helium consumption required for nrmul - Automated coimponent precycling
seal operation.

Sensors/Hardwsre
Benefits: Pressure transdiucer

Turbine ftowrneter
- verifies system operation prior to introduction of
propellants Alternate Design Recommendati on.

n's

c. Automated Iasues:
static General Approach.s

- Does not adequately assess degradation during -Automated static check
idle period.

Sonsors/Hardware
Benefits: -Temperature sensor

see references Alternate Design Reconmandations
n/a

2 HPOTP a. Prelim. power-up Isses:
internredisto seul General Approaches

- Past history data provides no advantage over Preliminary power -up
monitoring recline pressure during operation.

Saoirmora/Neird were
Benefits: -Temperature sensor

a"se references Alternate Design Recommendations
-nWe

b.Autonted pr Iasue*;
cycling General Approaches,

b Icreaes helium consumption required for norrral - Automated component precycling
seal operation.

Sensors/Hardware,
Benefits; Pressure transducer

*Turbine lownrewr
*Verifies rystem operation prior to introduction ot

propellants Alternato Design Rscomniendatoni
r is'

c. Automared issues:
static General Approaches

- Doer, not adequately assss degradation durng * Aularrneted static checkout
idle period.

Snurs/Nardwsro
Benefits: -*Tampeesureeor

*a"e rsffernceis Alternate Dsign Recommendationse
Wen/
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Part B - Issues and Benefits of Preflight Methods - Leak checks (contd.)
CHECKOUT APPROACH ISSUES AND BENEFITS APPLICABLE ISSUES AND BENEFITS COMMENTS

3. MOV Bol 7_________ REFERENCES3. MOV 8aJ seal s a Preampoer-up Is-ev-- :

General Approaches
* Seal integrity cannot be thoroughly evaluated * Preliminary power -up
during short power-up.

Sensors/Hardware
Benefits: - Temperature sensor

* see references Alternate Design Recommendations
- n/a

b. Aulomated pro- Issues:
cycling Genera! Aipproaches

- wt gas nuy not give large enough trmp • Automated component precycirig
difference to be detected by skin temp sensors-
cryogenic may be preferable. Senaors/Hardware
* Requirement for extra propellant if cryogenics are * Temparature sensor
used.
- Difficult to detect smal leakage rates due to mild Alternate Design Recommendations
test conditions. • n/a

Beneilts:

* Simple to perform pressure lack-up and rronitor
system pressure decay

c. Automated legue:
static General Approaches

- Past history data does not adequately assess Automated static check
degradation dunring doe penod.

Sensors/Hardware
Beneilte: * Temperature sensor

- see references Alternate Design Recommendations

4. MFV Ball seals a. Prelim. power-up Isaues:
General Approaches

• seal integnty cannot be thoroughly evaluated • Prelir' nary power -up
during prerrenary power-up.

Sensors/Hardware
Benefits: " Temperature sensor

- se references Alternate Design Recommendatlons
n/a

b. Automated pre- Issues:
cycling General Approaches

* Assumes purge line added downstream of fuel inlet * Automated component precycling
valve.
* Irnrt gas may not give large enough temp Sensors/Hardware
difference to be detected by skin temp sensors - Temperature sensor
cryogenics may be preferable.
* requirement tor extra propellants if cryogenics are Alt,,oji Design Recommendations
u sed. rVa
* Difficult to detect sTeI leakage rates

Benefits:

- Simple to perform pressure tock-up and monitor
system pressure decay.

c. Automated Issues:
static General Approaches

* Past history does rot adequately assess * Automated static checkout
degradation during do period.

Sensors/Hardware
Benefits: • Temperature sensor

Ssee refererces Alternate Design Recommendations
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Part B - Issues and Benefits of Pref light Methods - Leak checks (contd.)
CHECKOUT APPROACHl ISSUES AND BENEFITS APPLICABLE ISSUIES AND BENEFITS COMMENTS

___________________________REFERENCES

5. Propeillant valve a& Preim. power-up lsbues:
primary shaft seals General Approaches

* otar nio advantage over assessment during -Preliminawry power -up
actual oprtioni

Sesorslilsrdware
Beneflits: -Temperature sensor

- s"e references Alternate Design Recommiindations
rile

b. Automteed pre- Issues:
cycling General Approaches

- Assumes purge line added downstreeam of tral inlet - Automatired comp~onent precyclirig
valve.
* my not be able to detect exceasive (hazardous) Sensors/tHsrdwaro

laaewithout full power level concltior (flow, - Temperature sensor
pressure, and temperature).
- kinat gas may not give large enufh tarno Alternate Design Rlacomnmendatlons
difference to be detected by skin tnrp sensors - r~e
cryogen"c may be preferable.

' requirement lor extra propellants it cryogencs are
used.

Benef Its:

low nak ildentifeaton of rrajor teaks.

c.Automated Issue@.
satic General Approaches

- Past history data does nuot adequately assess *Automated static check
degradation during idile period.

S nso rstH a riware
Beanefits: -Temperature sensor

w se references Alternate Design Recommend at Ions

6. iw-na" Pam iTpfymr-up Issuesa:
control assemby General Approachet
internal seals. - Short firing period may not provicle enough lime to -Prelirerry power -up

detect leakage.
' offers no advantage over assasant during Sensors/Hardware
actiual operation -Pressure transducer

Benefits: Alternate Design Recommendations

*see raterences

b. Automatedpre- Issues:
cycling General Approaches

- Numerous pressure transducers and checkout -Automaed component precycling
vulves required to thoroughly check system.
* may not be able to detect low level leakage SiinsorsllHardware

-Pressure transducer
Benefits:

Alternetel Design Recommendations
- Longer measiurementd period may allow smll leaks -Nae
to be accurately 0etectad.
*low risk idenificationi of major leAk.

c.Auorraled Issues:
static General Approaches

*Post history date doies not adequately assess Automated static checkout
seldigreosti during ido priod.

Sensors/Hartiwarei
Benef Its; Pressure tiarauoicer

see references Alternate Dsslgr. Recoammendations
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Part B - Issues and Benefits of Preflight Methods - Leak checks (contd.)
CHECK~OUT APPROACH I-S-SUES AXNID BENEFITS APPLICAB3LE ISLUES AND BENEFITS COMMENTS

.Hetehagr a. prolirn-power up Not applcabio
coil leak test _______________________________

b. autonaed pre- Issues: General Approaches:
cycling -CornpAexity, weight and large quantity of ine.- gas -Autornale m(nvonent procycling.

required.
*Cannot discern between internal vs ostomal leak~s. Sensors/Hlardware
*May not detect mmnll leeks which could :ncrsase *Pressurized inert gas source.

dunrg hot-fit conj.itions. *Pressurc, transducer.

Benefits: Alternate Design FlecornrnenieO:
*Inert environment provides safe test cornditions. - Seamnless robujst heat exchanger design.
*Can detect leeks generated during therrm
transient at last grngine shuidowi (auto static data
may not). _____________________

c. Autormated Issues General Approaches
static - Historical data base nay not be capable of - Automated static checkout

predicting suxdden catastrophic failures which are
not precoded by shifts on operating paramneters. Sesns/Harcfeare
*Smal leaks may not be detiected in this manner. * Existing therinocoupies and pressure

transducers.
Benefits:
*No addtionai hardware or inert gas required. ____________________ _______

8 Heat exchanger a. pratimr-powe' up Not applicable.
coil proof test

b. autorraied pro- See previous checkout 7.
cycling

c. Autonsited Not applitAble
static
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Part B - Issues and Benefits of Preflight Methods - Leak checks (contd.)
CHECKOUT APPROACH ISSUES AND BENEFITS APPLICABLE ISSUES AND BENEFITS COMMENTS

a~Pralim~poe'up amU~eREFERENCES______
outerwallsGeneral Approachos

*Sort firing penod may not provide enough time to - Preliminary power-up
deec leakage.

- Performance degreaaori may nut iridcte SiinscrulHardware
localized leakage - could be a result of many other *Optical leak detector
factors. *Pressure transducer

*Temperature sensor
Bonet. ;Turbine fomater

* Proviea reasonable simulation of operarig Alternate Design Recommendations
thermal environment. - rVa

b. Automated pro- Issues: This check could
cycling General Approachs be perormd by

*Throat plug required. - Autornated component precycting iriecting IR
*Sysan to place arnd secure throat plug would absorbing gas into

likely be highly complex and heavy. Sensorslllsrdwes liner to visually
- Optical leak detector (for alternate approach) detlect external

Boost Its: leakage.
Alternate Dsign Recommendations

- No benefits to tl'ia particular approach since -*
pressurizing the hot gas system is not fesbe.
Hceear. an optical leak deotection approach swans
promrising.

. utimated sue:Design should
static General Approaches reflect use of

- Requires development of sernsitive optical - Aultomated static checkout handware 'Ath
hardware arnd physical degradation identification prodicatable
techniques .Sensors/Nardwaro dogradabonr

* Optical leak detector chraracteristics
Benefits: which could

Alternate Dasign Recommendations augment leak
* Leakage fromPnoo operation may be all that is - rVa detection
riecesxary. techniques.
- does not required additonal oornodotiex or
impose nxky operation.

10o. Co rnu imun P Prelim -pwer-u p Issues:
arid propellant General Approaches
system joints. - Short firing perod may rnot provi enough time to - Preliminary Power-up

detect leakage.
Sesorslltardwariii

BanalfIts: - Optical leek detector

- Provides reasonable simrulation of operating Alternate Dtesign Recommendations
thermxl envirornent - Welded combustion and propellant system jointa.

b. Automated pre- Isaues:
cycling General Approaches

*Throat plug required. -Automated component pro-cycling
*System to placea andi secure throat plug would

likely be highly complex anid heavy, Sensors/Hasrdware
-Orbcl leak detector (for alternate approach)

Benefits:
Alternate Design NbcomrmendatlIons

- No benefits to this particular approach since - Welded or>ustion arid propellant system joints.
pressurizing bne hot gs system in not feasible.
However, an optiical leak detection approech see"
Proisling.-

c.Autorated Issues:
static Gesneral Approaches

- Requires developmrent of aenstrve optical - Au~vated static check
hardware.

Sensors/Hardware
Benefits: -Optical leak detector

- Leakage from p-icr operation may be all that is Alternate Design Recommendationa
necessary. *Welded conntustion anid propellant system joints.
- does not required addijoie] corruidoliea on
impIose risky operation.
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Part B - Issues and Benefits of Preflight Methods - Inspections
CHECKOUT APPROACH ISSUES AND BENEFITS APPLICABLE ISSUES AND BENEF~ITS COMMENTS

______ _________ _________________________REFERENCES

Extenor Of a Prelim. p~wr-up not applicable
cornporwirs for
damagetsecurity

b Auton-atod proe- not applicable
cycling

c. Automated Iseults: Prefer to elmrinae
static General Approaches requirement by

- Accessibility may Woa problem for some interior *Automatad static checkout robust design in
comp4onents cormbination with
- requires engine design with optical access Sensors/Hardware statistical analysis

-Rinxoti high resolution visual techniques to
Benefits: predict component

Alternate Design Recommendations life.
w se references rye

2 Tnrustcharber a. Prelim. power-uip Issueas:
assembly for General Appror cli.
eviderco of *Short firer-up may nlot be effective. Accurate * Prelimirtay poworup

coolanit passage assessment may require an interval of steady state
blockaga. operation. Sensorsi4 ardwas 

- no advantages over mronitoring durin~g actua! - Pressura transducer
operation

Alternate Design Recommendations
Benefits: - n/a

w se ref erences

b. Automted2 pre- issues:
cycling General Approaches

- Very high inert gas pressurwa may be requirrd to * Automated component precycling
perform check Implies a massive inert gas tank.
- high gam consumpton required to iantfty Sensors/Hardware
blockages - Presure transdcer

Benefits: Alternate Design Recommendationsu

*low risk method cof identificationj

c. Autornateo Issues:
static General Approaches

- Past history delta does not predlict suddlen, large * Automated static checkout
scale blockage isconanos (ina. pump sel
fragmrentabion, etc.) Sensors/Hasrdware

' Pressure tranisducer
Benefits;

Alternate Design Recommendations
- In-flight movntoring augpinented b~y trend analysis *n/a

wouldl be a simple arid accurate approach.
- slow blockage accumulaton easily predictable and
can be tracked through operation history.
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Part B - Issues and Benefits of Preflight Methods - inspections (contd.)
CHECKOUT APPROACH ISSUES AND BENEFITS APPLICABLE ISSUES AND BENEFITS COMMENTS

__________ ________________________REFERENCES

3. HPFTP turbine a.Prelim. power-up isses:
wheeliblades for General Approaches
creacks, fatigue, -Short fire-up may not be effective. Accuratu i Prelimirary Power-up,
and dlarage. assessmnt rmay require an interval of steady state

operation. Sensors/Hardware
4. HPOTP .... puts enOne and vehicle at risk if Problem exists Fer rreignetic torquemater
5. LPFTP .... Opticat pyrrometer
6. LPOTP .... Plume spectrometer

Benefits:
Alternalw Design Recommendationsm

- Optical pyromreter is effective for assessing nra
turbirw health and may be a rre mature
technology than oxoi-electron fatigue dat.
- mst effective method of identifying damage.

b. Automated Pre- not applicable
cycling

c. Automated Isaues: A rore robust
static General Approaches djesign should be

can orily track slow degradlation - Automated static checkout considered to
*Down v'me degadation may be ari issue. Not permit pfedictablo

considered by pest history dae. Sonsore/Hardwere stow begradlation
Ferromagnetic torquemeater which lands itself to
Optical pyrometer a life prediction

Benefits: Plume spectromieter mrodel.

- Past history performnrce data in combination with Alternate Design Recommendations
trend analysis should provide accurate - rWe
assessment.
* robusat design and statiatical aralysts can
.ufficienity mitigate the risk of any failure other than
slow degradation.
- Optical pyrme~ter is effectve for aWSirg
turbine health and may be a m-,ature tachnology than
em-electron fatigue dot

7. HPOTP beinjib i aPfririm. pciwsup issus: Check will also
11of damage General Approaches inciuW ef Pi

- Risk engine hardware cluring power-up if bearings -Preliminry Power-up, bearings.
damraged Hydrostatic
- short power-up not adequata to assess bearing Seneor.I/Hardwere bearings ond their
operation Fiberoptic detteclomneter subsystems in both

pumpsw would
Benefits: Alternate Design Recommenrdations require inspection

-Hydrostatc bearings end functional
- see references checks.

b. Automated pre- Isaues: Since hydrostatic
cycling General Approaches bearings result in

- Pine-spn hardwarei greatly adds weight and - Automated component precycling; inrrnal wear, this
complaxity to pump. check although

Sensors/Hardware complex, wcutd be
Benefits: * Fiberoptic deflecorneter required tess

frequently if this
low risk approach to cloterrrine, bearing coriditici Alternate Design Rtecommendationa alternate design
*May use same electrical drnve hardware as torque -Hyrostatic bearings festue was

checks, adopted.

c.Automated Issues:
static General Approaches

- doef not address sudden bearing degradation -Automated static checkout

Benefits: Sensors/ilardware

- Probably acceptable since most bearing
degradation is a slow function of "in operation* time Alternate Design Raciommendations
- Zero gravity enivirorrretsn may prevent weew during -Hydrostatic bearings
downtirmes an engine start Downtime degradation
may not be an issue in apace.
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Part B - Issues and Benefits of Preflight Methods - Inspections (contd.)

CHECKOUT APPROACH ISSUES AND BENEFITS APPLICABLE ISSUES AND BENEFITS COMMENTS
_________ ________ _________________________REFERENCES_____

a. T/C assembly a. Prelim. power-up Issues: Robust design
injector face pulate, General Approaches should be
igriter, and lox Arnalysis of exhaust plums may not give complete -Preliminary poweir-up implemented to
post lips for assessment, reduce need for
erosion, burning,. risks further hardware danage arid produces Senscirs/lfaidware detailed inspection.

adcontamination. harsh operating environment for moriltifnig Plume apectrometer
crevices.

Alternate Dsigni Recommendations
benefits: - ri'S

*see references

t). Automauted pre- Not applicable
cycling

c.Automrated Iaauga:
static General Approaches

- Injector ele-rints mawy be inaccessible using - Automated static checkout
current auturneted visual techniques. Techniques
may require enhsncerrmgts (intrusive fiber optic Sensoria/Hardware
devices) tor inspection purposes., Plume spictrometer

* cannot address sudden failure occ.unrig at end of *renyire high resolution visual
subsequent operation. *Pressure triarsduciir

Turbine flormoisw
Be9nef Its: Temperature sensor

- trend analysis will identify virtiolly all failures by Alternate Design Recommendations
monitoning typical slow degradation of the infector ri's

9. Gimbal bearing a- Prelim- power-up Issues: This can be
and TV0 attach General Approaches combined W'th the
points for *Not a complete chock since assessment relies on -Preliminary power up functional check
evidence of vibration, data atone. to., ext nozzle
bearing sezure - power-up does not significantly alter the operation Sasor./Hardware 'level Which
end fatigue. thiagimbal arid TVC systemn. *Accelerometer irnolves gimballing

and actuation. The
Benefits: Altarnate Design Rtecommend atlona nature of this

ri'S check rreukwi it a
isee references functional check.

b. Autorreted pre- Issues: Robust gimbl
cycling Genieral Approaches beefing and TVC

* Requires robust gimbelling mechanism since full- Automated component pfecycling attach points
range gimbetlirig required for checkout purposes. recommended to
- requires power consumption for actuation Sensors/Hardwa re delete check-

:Accelerometer Design for uprated
Benefits: *Eddy current position sensor thrust to absorb

- Grrbeling will provides real-timea aource for Alternate Design Recommendations ag hutlas

required dae. - ri's
- Vibration data combined with verification of
gimnbelling function provides complete assessniont
of gimbal system.

C. Automated Issues:
static GenwsraI Approaches

- does niot address ido time degradation of TVG - Automnated static check
system
*Visuals may bia a probem dwc to ineccessibiiy. Sensorsf~fardwara
*Vibhation data plus position data squired from pest Accelerometer

history database nay rnot provide enough Eddy current position sensor
information for accurate assessment Remnote high resolutin visual

Benefits: Alternate Design Recommnend atIons
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Part B - Issues and Benefits of Preflight Methods - Inspections (contd.)

CHECKOUT APPROACH ISSUES AND BENEFITS APPLICABLE ISSUES AND BENEFITS COMMENTS
10. Beat a, Prelimt. power-up Issues: IEENE Another possible
exchanger for G. a~raf Approaches approach is
cracks, dVidenCP power-up forces visual inspection sensors to Preliminary power up monitoring ItNot and
ot weer, and onerste in harsh environmencnt unnecessarily exit conditions -
damage. Potential accessibility problems with visual. Sensors/Hardwsre this may result in

Requires daevetopmnent of physical degradation *remate, high resolution visual failure during power
identficston techntques arnd sensitive optical up. This may be an
hardwar'e. Alternate Design Recommendations option with

- Va automated static
Benefits: check.

wee references

b. Automated pro- Not applicatle
cycling

c. Automated lsues.:
sttic General Approaches

:Potential accessibility probilents with visual. -Automvated static check
murstl design unit for visual accessibility

*Requires dlevelopimenit of physis degradation SensorsHordwara
identification techniques and sensitive optical - remrote high resolution visual
hardware.

Alternate Design Recommendations
Benefts: Ivta

*Past history data assesrment is safest approach
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Part B - Issues and Benefits of Preflight Methods - Servicing Tasks
CHECKOUT APPROACH ISSUES AND BENEFITS APPLICABLE ISSUES AND BENEFITS COMMENTS

REFERENCES

1 Cor ustio a. Prelim pwr-up sauce:
zone drying General Approaches

- no advantage over operaionF' redline Prelirrinry power up

Benefits: Seneore/Hardware
- rtua

see references
Alternate Design Recommendations
rVa

b. Automated re- Issues: With a purge
cycling General Approachea system, this task is

* Assuns purge system is available • Automated component precycling simple and routine.
Without a purge

Benefits: Sensors/Hardware system, self drying
, ra of sensors is a

" Simple ta performed during normal shutdown possible approach.
purge seque .. Alternate Design RecommendatIons
* requires no charige in roubne system operation to • rVa
perform servicing.
* Vscuum environment simplifies task due to rapid
dissapation.

c. Automated Not applicable
static

2. HPOTP LOx a Prelim power-up Issues:
turb ne drive ges General Approehes
seal prO-start n o advantage over operational redine - Preliminary power up
purge.

Benefits: Sensorslsrdware
• r',a

* see references
Alternate Design Recommendations
* n/s

b. Automated pre- ieu as: With a purge
cycling General Approaches system, this task is

* assumes purge system is available * Automated component precycling simple and routine.
Without a purge

Benefits: Senaors/Hardwe re system, non-purge
- ns seats would be

* Part of normal pre-start procedure required. These
* requires no change in routine system operation to Alternate Design Recommendations would effectively
perform servicing. - ra eliminate this task.

c. Automated Not applicable
static
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Part C - Issues and Benefits of Preflight Methods - ICHM Sensors and Hardware

Sensor Measurement issues and Benefits Comments
/Advanced Hardware

__________________ Spae Basing Vehile/irastructure Engine system ____________

Static Pressure Issues: Issues! Issues:

-Soler radiation effects unknown 'Relquired features dictate size - Sensor is intrusive - Acces
(weight) I a. number of channels, must be made through fluid

Banef Its: structural requirements, mae.
installation needs, etc.

Cal ibration cani be verified at Benefits:
any point without engine Banef Its:
operation -'Calibration can be ventfed
- Vacuum can verify absolute ' Sensor is self contained - no without engine operation
pressure. additional support hardware ' Vacuum can verity absolute

required. pressure.
-No external power supply

_________________________ __________________________required.________________

St-abc Tem-perature Issues: Issues: Tomu-s:

W oar radiation effects unkrown -Required features dictate size -Sensor is intrusive
*May be subjecit to long term drift (weight) ie, number of channels,

(certain technoloigies). structural requirements, Gaef Its:
installation needs, etc.

Ganef Its: -Continuity can be confirmed
Benef its: without engine operation.

*Continuity ann be confirmead
wthout engine operation -Sersor is self contained - no

additional support hardware
required.
'No external power supply

______________________ _________________________required. ___________________________

Flow I aug.es Issues: Issues:

- Solar radiation effects on -Turbine ffowmeiters erxid to be - Flowrnater requires mojor
lubricant unkn-own. heevy (16 -20 oz.) component teardlown is repair is

necessary.
Benefits: Benefits:

Benefits:
To Be Determined - Flowmater is integral with duct -

no sorvicing required. - Integrl to engine componentL
- Pickups are passive - no
external power tequired.

Speed Issues: Issues: amsuse:

-To 13e Determined ' To Be Deternined. - Intrusive design is mature - non-
P'Siall t 6:Beneits:irtrusive design is not.

BanefIts6:
No roving parts 'Pick-ups are passive - Nu

external power supply required. ' Can be on-intrusrve.

Displacement Issues: Issue*: issues:

- To Be Daewniid -Sensors require their own unique - mature design for angine non-
sigal processor, existent

Benefits:
Beiriefits: Benef Its.

'To Be Deterrruned.
Sensor are non-contacting. ' To Be Determned

Posituon (on/off) Issues: Issues: Issues:

- To Be Determined - Linited experience on liquid ' To Be Determined
rocket prograrri.

Benefit@: BenefIt.
Benet Its:

*No moving parts. ' Sensor can be used in any fluid
Static displacement can always ' Sensors are lightweight anid including lox.

be measured. occupy a smeI volume.

Acceleration Issues: Issues: Issues:

To Be Determined. ' Piezoelectic transducer output ' To Be Detrmnined
ruf~ect to 'spiking" ai cryogenic

Benef Its! temperatures. Benefits,.
'lroper operation cannot he

Pezelectric crystals maintain verified statically - requires 'Simple non-intrusive installation.
stability over time, mechaenical input
'No external power required.

Benef Its:

Sens'-s ore ligfhtweight.
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art C - Issues and Benefits of Preflight Methods - ICHM Sensors and Hardware
ontd.)

neer Measurement Issues and Benefits Comments
dvmnced Hardware

Space Basing Vehicle/Infrsstructure Engine system
ifctometer Issues: Issue@: Issues:

Limited thermally to 250 F • To Be Dotemined. Engrie version not mature.
(709 R) Probe is inyusive.

Benefits:
Benefits: Benefits:

* Fiboroptic assembly is
* Fliberoptics unaffected by long lightweight. • To Be Determined.
turm storage.
* immuni to EMVRFI.

xo-electron fatigue detector Issues: Issues: Issues:

* May require routine optica re- System is currenfly at prototype * Repeatability has not bee
alligrnent stage. demonstrated on engine
* Light source has lirmted life. • Sensor probe needs lo be maternals.

ruggedized.
Benefits: Benefits:

Benefits:
* Best resu!ts have been • Non-destructive measurement
achieved in vacuum environment Carn be made lightweight Limnted engine disassembly.
• Can be autonated. * High sensitivity with low power

consumption.
sotope wear detkctor issues: Issues: Issues:

* Historical data base required. * Requires power for rnijti-charlnel - Electronics are suceptable to
* Need long-lived reference malyzer and detector, shock, vibration. and therral
activity for anchoring data. - Detector requires LN2 cooing, effects.
* Time dependent crystal/detector * Type and amount of activation is
degradation. Benefits: material depl eL
* Conernsation required for - Shielding of activation by
; ckround radiaon via Simrrwe data anslysis intervening materials.
bckbound subtraction. • Posi"be real-time

impemetation. Benefits:Benefits:

- Non-intrusive.
* Monitors marss loss from
exterior.

Torquemetar Isauce: Issues: Iesu'e:

* Long term stability not * May require specialized signal * Pickup sensor is intrusive.
demonstrated, processor,

* Pump shaft requires
Benefits: Benefits: magnetoresistivo deposits

* Eliminate human intervention for * Torque and speed Benefits:
torque and runout measurement. measurements aquired from a
- Not atfcted by vacuum single sensor. - Increase efficiency and
erironment. * Torque arid speed can be reliability of engine system.

corellated with vehicle • Measureing speed, torque, end
parameters. shaft displacement eliminates

redundant sensors resulting in
reduced system weight ard

________________ _______________ ________________complexity. _____

Automated Visual Inspection Issues: Issues: Iasue@:

* Computraufr o system required • Computer a optics Criteria reeds to be established
t t; nd!abon haidenod. ausceptability to vibration, shock for determining component

* Requires knowledge based and thinnal sfects condition.
system for independent * Power required for computer, View of component required -
decisions, camera, and camera robotica. either direct access or inspection

port
Benefits: Benefits: • Resolution of video system.

* Eliminate human intervention for - Can be used for vehide Benefits:
inspectbon procedures. inspections also.

•Decreases cest and inc.reases

speed, reliability, and
repeatability of between flight
inspections.

Optical Leak Detection Iseus: Issues: Issues:

- Has not been tested in vacuum * Optics need to be ruggedized. * Tracer gas oomptability not
environment. * System requires gas purge. demonstrated on engine
* May require routine optical * CurrenUy requires cryogenic materials.
rellignmrentL (LN2) cooling for detector.
* Light source has limited life. Benefit.:

Benefits:
Benefit*: * Highly sensitive to pinpoint

* Can be rinds lightweighL leks.
* Can be autornued. - Low power consumption. * R4notety automated operation.

Eliminate human intervention for *United or no enigne
leek detection procedures. disassembly required.
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Part C - Issues and Benefits of Preflight Methods - ICHM Sensors and Hardware
(contd.)

Sensor Measurement issues and Benefits Commrretts
/Advanced Hardware

space Basing VehiclelinfrstTuea Engine system
Plume Spectroscopy Issues: Iss ues: Issues:

-Calibrabon required prior v, - rtrcaneed m be ru22edzed. -Spact'omativ muast be isolated
angina start from engina. Uses fiberoptic
*Pot ntal intarforarso from Benefits: probe to transmit data to
h~ckrounl solef racliation, soectrmeter.

LowE power corriumpbton.
Benefts: Bmnalltat

-Demn~rsrated long larm - Modular comnponenta for repir
component statility, simplicity.

* Veuification of nominal
combustion.
*Thrust level delerrimnallon.
P Rastime evaluatio of hardaro

erosion and mnomealour
combuston.

- Ietification arid quantiticaiion
of erodiN materials.
- Engine readine'cutfl
Capability.

RI/RD 9 -145
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Part D - Issues and Benefits of Preflight Methods - Alternate Design
Recommendations

Design Recommendation Effected Preflight Issues and Benefits
Requirement(s)

Space Basing Vehicle/ Infrastructure Engine System

Component; Hjtf Leak checks:The following issues: issues: Issues:
Lzshm.asr requirerernts nwy be deleted

using the proposed robust design • Heat exchanger may be subject - Payload may possibly be • Robust design nay result in

Motivation for selocting an rationale. to debris damage because of impacted because of the different engine performance

alternate: I o deleto the large surface area- The actual increased heat exchanger weight characteristics due to different

requirements for the heat 1. e t exchanger coil Leak test. surface area exposed will depend system delta-P and heat transfix

exchanger leak test and proof on the location of the heat • A mature operational claea base characteristics.

*esl Based on the current 2. Heat exchanger coil proof test exchanger in the powerhead. is required to reduce the need for

design, srall leeks would be very an external inspection of the heat -Higher weight ard volume may

difficult to detect. A robust design lnepeoti
o

ne:The following Dan-ago caused by debris may exchanger. impact the component

will greely reduce the prcbability inspectio may be required less propagate witfi repeated engne arrangement on the gngine

of this leakage over the life of the trquently , however the firings. Benefits: powerhead.
engine, requirem'ent cannot be detetedl.

r Therrnal cycling caused by sar - Overall simpler diagnostics ainetits:
Current Design i. flet exchanger inspection fur radiation may rrcreese since the leak check

Deacrlptior Cylindrically cracks, evidence of wear, and probability of failure - the requirerments can be deleted • Robust design improves overall
contoured secthon, fiat thin multi- damage. alternate design should allow for engine relablity, maintainability.
bre~d panels. This design this. arid safety.

reflects minimum weight and
convenient packaging. Radabon effects on brazed * No special checkout valves

joints - Long duration space required.

Suggested Alternate exposure may degrade nreral
Design Description: Hignly and reduce strength. A solution
robust flexible line in shell This might be otrusion bonding or

design refl ets a minimal number some protecbve coating.

of welds end flectivelyr
elminales coil nkage. Beeice:

Other alternate Design • A robust design will elirinat the

Conoepts: leek check requirernents aid
mrke the hear exchanger less

1. Srtiler to current design wit vulnerable to damage from debis.
miniml changes to the basic
geometry. Materiss would be Robust design should rot be

selected for high fatigue life. adversely affected by the space
Design would refliet use of environment.
intermediate channels containing
inert fluid would be located Small volume lage of ges
between the Lox and the into space wi d ssipate rapidly

hydrogen for minimum risk, thus reducing the overall nsk of
speco combustatle mixtures.

Component: 2,mabuaIlnn Leak checke:he following Issues: Benefits: Issues:

Adt aJlm nil oak chek requirement would not

joJi be deleted, however it would be • Radiatior, otlects on welds may * Heavier payload permitted since - Engine removal for maintenanco
irsplieiod using the proposed cause degradation. No other welds are lighter in weight than is currently assumed.

Motivation for selecting an design ratiorle . This is because problems are anticipated. flanges.

sltarnets: To delete the only the extendible nozzle attach * A very high factor of seaty is

requirement ior Leak checking the point seal would need to be * Special tools for space * Cost and reliability benefits required to assure quality welds

conbustion and propellant checked for &seal integrity. maintainability would need to be since welded joints are simple, which can withstand riry cycles

system joints. developed if space rmainairability rugged, und have fewer parts, under extreme conditions.
i. Combustion aind propotant wab a w.n; drabon.

Current Deaign system joints for leakage. - Drop-trough of weld into

Deacriptloi: Flanged ard Benefits: system n-wy cause downstream

boiled joints located throughout contarrunabon. There are design

the engine system * Smael votume leakage of gasses solutions to mitigate this,
into spece will drsapata rapidly, possibly at the cost of weight

Suggeated Alternate
Design Deacription:W)ded s Overall simpler d gnostic Benefits:

cornustion and propellant irnc the lik checking

system with the exception of the requirement has bean irmplified. - Reduction in the number of

vehicle interface flanges and leakage paths.

possibly the extendible / - Spece mainlairw-'.i

retractable nozzle attach point potentially ump
t
er with welds than • Eliminates concern for damago

The welds would reflect a very boited flanges because of fewer to flanges, seals, and a large

high factor of safety. parts. This assurnes the number of bolts.
devolopnmnt of special tools.

Other alternate Design * Tighter and lighter packaging is

Conoepte: possible because of eliminaton of
bulky flanges and bolts.

1. Welded nozzle extension which
would allow thO nozzle t extand
ram a retracted position using a

bellows-convolute nozzle design.
This eliminates leakage from the
extendible nozzle attach point
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Part D - Issues and Benefits of Preflight Methods - Alternate Design
Recommendations (contd.)

Derign Recommendation Effected Preflight Issues and Benefits
Requirement(s)

Space Basing Vehicle/ Infrastructure Engine System

Componont I a Functional Chocks :Th " lause: Issues: lns :
Romris following checkouts are not

elirnnated but would need L be Matel~s and coatings selected - External hardwe iryludinq Conlarnauon could result from
Motivation for selecting an rnodfed. For xample, a torque for hydrostatic bearing lines, fluid tare,. several vaves, hydrostatic bearing wear
alternate: To delete the check with an unpressurze. components may be affected by and sme electronis hardware therefore some form of filtration
rsQU;ra'mer for the axial shah hydrostatic bearing will afekyfi solar radiation, however these for feedback ury cor.bol are may be required. Added filters
travel check, end the bowing reveal rubbing at the bearing. For effects are likely to be minimal, required for hydrostatic bearing could increase the system
domage inspection for the fuel the torque check to be pressunetion. Prenmunzabon is pressure drop.
and box turtopumps, meaningful, the beerinc should •"Te lengthy downtime in sace required ass rmeans of eliminating

either be pro-pressurized or be could effect the hydrostatic bearing wea during transients. - Hydrostatic bearing flows are
Current Design augnented with aome kind of bearings depending on the typically parasitic and do load to a
Description: Sall bearings on axial conterng support or ball configuration. * Payload w11 be irmpacted by the aight reduction in pump
both the pump ard turbine ens of bearing : additional wvight of a filtration efficiency.
both the fuel and oxidizer pumps. Benefits: system required for the
One alternaive design included a 1. HPFTP torque check, hydrostatic beanng fluid. Benefits:
santis hybnd beanrg which - Shaft could be hald in the
consis's of a ball bearing jnd 2. HPOTP torque check, centered position with relative • Line interlaces to the vehicle will * Sigricant gain in bearing life
hydrostatic beanrg on the ease due to lack of gravity. A be required if the hydrostatic can be achievod by using
outside diamteur of dw ball 3. LPFTP torque check. centered shaft would virtually beaings are led from :rom an hydrostatic bearings. The actual
bearing. 'liminala we" of the bearing extoril source. fife will depend on the duty cycle.

4. LPOTP torque check. during start-up, shutdown, end Many starts and stops will hint
Suggested Alternate transport Adequate hydrostatic Benefits: the fife, however. no wear occurs
Design Description: support forces lo overcome during sustained operation.
Exclusie use of hydrostatic The fr'lowing checkout can be hydraulic ide forces during * Vehicle vibltaon and noise
bearings on the high presure deleted aire it would not be startvshutdowr must be assured. levels may be reduced as a result
turbcp mps. neaulingfuf with t use of of th-A increase in bearing

hydrostatic bearings: darning.
Other alternate Design
Concepts: 1. Axial shah travel check.

1. Hybnd bearing concept where
the hydrostatic beanngs are napeotiona:The following
augm, n'.A ith a, belf beanng. requirements cannot be

etirmnted but would need to be
modified to accomrocdals
hydrostatic b~cnngtc. The main
hydrostatic bearing issue is vw.

1. HPOTP bearings for d m ge
(wear).

2. HPFP bearn gs for dmag
(wear).
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